Learning for Microrobot Exploration: Model-based Locomotion,
Sparse-robust Navigation, and Low-power Deep Classification

I. I NTRODUCTION
Microrobots have been touted as a coming revolution
for many tasks, such as search and rescue, agriculture, or
distributed sensing [1], [2]. Microrobotics is a synthesis of
Microelectromechanical systems (MEMs), actuators, power
electronics, and computation. Recent work has demonstrated
progress towards controlled walking and flying robots, with
primary development on the actuators [3]–[5].
The above applications require the micro-agents to explore
the world without supervision. Exploration entails deciding
where to go, how to move, encoding where the robot has
been, and retaining information about the world. Recent
results in controlled flight, first steps, miniaturized radios
communicating, and at-scale power electronics have set up
the next step: intelligent micro-agents. The capabilities of
each sub-component are growing, but little has been done
to integrate these into autonomous systems. Applying breakthroughs in intelligence on microrobots requires focusing on
different problems than peak accuracy or higher dimensional
modelling: microrobots have little memory to store data, limited compute and battery power for computation, and suffer
from noisy sensors. In this paper, we showcase improvements
to low-power machine learning techniques that could scale
to microrobot exploration.
The pillars of autonomy for micro-robots in this paper
are highlighted in Figure 1, being controller generation for
locomotion, visual Simultaneous Localization and Mapping
(SLAM) for navigation, and compressed deep learning for
classification. First, we present how sample-efficient modelbased reinforcement learning can generate generalizable locomotion primitives in data-constrained applications. Next,
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Abstract— Building intelligent autonomous systems at any
scale is challenging. The sensing and computation constraints
of a microrobot platform make the problems harder. We present
improvements to learning-based methods for on-board learning
of locomotion, classification, and navigation of microrobots. We
show how simulated locomotion can be achieved with modelbased reinforcement learning via on-board sensor data distilled
into control. Next, we introduce a sparse, linear detector and a
Dynamic Thresholding method to FAST Visual Odometry for
improved navigation in the noisy regime of mm scale imagery.
We end with a new image classifier capable of classification
with fewer than one million multiply-and-accumulate (MAC)
operations by combining fast downsampling, efficient layer
structures and hard activation functions. These are promising
steps toward using state-of-the-art algorithms in the powerlimited world of edge-intelligence and microrobots.
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Fig. 1: Our vision for microrobot exploration based on
three contributions: 1) improving data-efficiency of learning
control, 2) a more noise-robust and novel approach to visual
SLAM (SLIPD), and 3) state-of-the-art deep learning based
classifier at power budgets for microrobots.
with the ability to explore, we detail a robust visual-SLAM
approach applying online hyperparameter tuning and unsupervised learning to keypoint detection in order to enable
visual-SLAM on-board. We conclude with demonstrating the
ability for a single chip to classify basic objects on chip –
we coin the new network with under 1 million multiply-andaccumulate (MAC) operations MicroBotNet.
II. R ELATED W ORK
A. Microrobots
Microrobots have been taking off and taking steps in
recent years. Walking robots are capable of a higher payload
and longer movement time, due to their low speed and
force requirements. Multiple walkers have emerged with
bio-inspired designs mirroring insects [4], [6]. Similarly,
there are biologically inspired, flapping wing fliers [5], [7].
Recently other mechanisms, such as electrohydrodynamic
force, have been shown to operate at the force to mass ratios
required for sustained flight [3]. Unlike the passively-stable
walkers, the flying robots represent more challenging control
problems.
Building out the platform for autonomous microrobots has
been a series of system-on-chip (SoC) breakthroughs towards
mm scale computation, sensing and power. Chips on the
scale of 1 mm2 have been created for 100 V, multi-channel
power supply [8] and mesh-networked radio communication

(a) SCµM [9]

(b) Silicon Walker [4] (c) mm3 imager [10]

Fig. 2: Pieces of the micro-robot platform. Left) a single-chip
mote with integrated radio TRX, microprocessor, and sensor
interface; center) a silicon walking microrobot, and right) an
initial 2mm3 camera capable of 128x128 pixel images.
[9]. A 2 mm3 camera can be affixed to modern microrobots
and take 128 × 128 greyscale images [10], [11]. Some of the
robots and components that motivate this investigation are
shown in Figure 2. Integrating these breakthroughs represents
the hurdle to creating autonomous microrobots.
B. Low-level Controller Synthesis
Designing low-level controllers for unknown systems
poses a challenge – a balance between data efficiency,
safety, and effectiveness. Model-based reinforcement learning (MBRL) has emerged as a useful candidate in multiple small-scale robotic platforms: including quadrupeds
[12], micro-aerial-vehicles [13], and remote-control cars
[14]. MBRL methods offer encouragement over standard
approaches such as system identification (SI) or proven statespace controllers (LQR, iLQR) because of MBRL’s ability
to capture unmodeled dynamics, such as tethers or process
variation. MBRL works in an iterative process of gathering
data about the environment, forming a model pθ (st , at ) with
the data, and leveraging said model to learn a controller.
While state-of-the-art MBRL algorithms showcase strong
asymptotic performance [15], [16], the computational requirements include substantial data storage to form the model
and low-frequency control – even on a graphics processing
unit. Changes to the data storage and control policies need to
be made for these devices to run on edge-devices. Improved
methods of controller synthesis are needed for microrobots
because they 1) lack analytical dynamics models offline
control design and 2) have a high cost per test, yielding
motivation for prior-free and safe methods.
C. Robust SLAM
Simultaneous localization and mapping (SLAM) techniques have emerged as the algorithmic foundation for
creating a reference map as agents explore and interact
with the world [17], [18]. Most SLAM algorithms work
by tracking a set of keypoints with linear state estimators
(e.g. Kalman filters) as they move through space to create
a grounded, feature-based and local map. With the growth
of computer vision, visual odometry – algorithms with
primary SLAM data derived from images – has emerged
as a popular candidate. A common solution, Features from
Accelerated Segments Test (FAST) [19] is computationally
efficient and simple to implementation. Visual odometry

returns a pose estimate by tracking the movement of detected
interest points across images [20]. Visual SLAM techniques
degrade with noise [20], and have encountered difficultly
translating to dynamic environments or low-quality cameras.
In such a realistic, noisy environment, we show that a
Dynamic Thresholding method for computing interest points
outperforms the vanilla FAST detector on SLAM tasks.
D. Low Power Classification
Deep Learning training and inference often incur significant computing and power expense, making them impractical
for edge devices. Multiply-and-accumulates (MACs) are an
accepted computational-cost metric as they map to both the
multiply-and-accumulate computation and its memory access
patterns of filter weights, layer input maps, and partial sums
for layer output maps. Prior work has decreased parameter
size and MAC operations.
SqueezeNet [21] introduced Fire modules as a compression method in an effort to reduce the number of parameters while maintaining accuracy. MobileNetV1 [22] replaced
standard convolution with depth-wise separable convolutions
where a depth-wise convolution performs spatial filtering
and pointwise convolutions generate features. Fast Downsampling [23] expanded on MobileNet for extremely computationally constrained tasks–32× downsampling in the first
12 layers drops the computational substantially with a 5%
accuracy loss. Trained Ternary Quantization [24] reduced
weight precision to 2-bit ternary values with scaling factors
with zero accuracy loss. MobileNetV3 [25] used neural
architecture search optimizing for efficiency to design their
model. Other improvements include ‘hard’ activation functions (h-swish and h-sigmoid) [26], inverted residuals and
linear bottlenecks [27], and squeeze-and-excite layers [28]
that extract spatial and channel-wise information.
Benchmarking from a 45nm process [29], shrinking process nodes and decreased bit precision enable a MAC cost
approaching 1pJ. Targeting 1µJ per forward-pass, we combine these advancements into a new network with <1 million
MACs. Bankman, et. al [30] show a 3.8µJ 86% accuracy
Cifar-10 classifier on-chip using a BinaryNet and a weightstationary, data-parallel architecture with input reuse. To
estimate the energy cost of doing image processing remotely,
we can assume using a 1µW RF radio can transmit at 1 Mbps
at 1 nJ/bit. For a full 128 × 128 × 8 bit image multiplied
by a factor of 10 for end-to-end networking, the total energy
cost is 1mJ, significantly above 1µJ.
III. L OW- LEVEL CONTROL
To begin, we detail the recent works in robot learning
suited for microrobot tasks, and show how data efficiency –
and therefore power efficiency – can be improved.
A. Experimental Setting
Low-level control of microrobots entails overcoming fabrication variation and testing risk. Test setups of such robots
include: difficult to model tethers, damaged mechanisms,
changing environments (e.g. different material surfaces). Due
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Here we detail improvements towards the state-of-the-art
visual odometry technique, FAST, and propose a new selfsupervised learning method for SLAM.
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To alleviate the challenges of modelling experimental
dynamics, we propose using clustering to filter out redundant data. Current learning methods aggregate data from
all trials, and because the tasks are repeated there is a
large concentration of training data around initial states.
The training process focuses the model accuracy around
the most frequent data. Figure 3 shows an improvement in
validation set accuracy when training on a k-means clustered,
uniformly representative subset of the training data. This
initial improvement can be scaled to other model types such
as the Gaussian Processes, but more computationally intensive filtering methods should be considered. For example,
re-weighting training distributions by an expert trajectory
improves sample efficiency in MBRL control tasks [32]. A
summary of the iterative model learning & control building
approach is shown in Algorithm 1.
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Algorithm 1: On-Device Model-based RL
Data: Initialize D from random actions
while Improving do
Train model pθ (st+1 |st , at ) on D
Distill model pθ (st+1 |st , at ) into controller π(st )
Collect data D0 with π(st ) in real environment
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to the variability of each robot and test environment, methods derived from a state-space formulation (e.g. iLQR) are
leveraging incomplete, and therefore sub-optimal, models.
The gain in modeling with our approach comes at the cost
of any stability analysis through feedback control.
Deep neural networks are a proven candidate for modeling the nonlinear dynamics in a sample efficient manner
[13]. Learning an environmental model as a distribution
st+1 = pθ (st , at ) can capture nonlinearities and unexpected
variation with only 1000 training points. With a model,
Bayesian Optimization can be used to optimize an underlying
reward of a task, such as walking forward in [31]. Bayesian
Optimization can solve for simple parametric controllers
(e.g. PID, sinusoidal patterns) [31] in lieu of computationally intensive, sampling-based model-predictive control [13].
Training models on experimental systems is a challenge in
learning-based approaches because model accuracy suffers
when there are anomalous, non-physical data (sensor aberrations) or skewed distributions. State-of-the-art algorithms do
not include steps to filter data in search of generalization
and maximum sample efficiency [15], [16] – but such a
direct training process can result in numerical instability
in prediction and low effectiveness in terms of maximizing
reward [32]. We propose intelligent data aggregation towards
adaption on difficult physical problems.
The dataset presented is from a Crazyflie’s [33] onboard MPU9250 inertial measurement unit. This platform
suffers less than microrobots from sensor degradation, nonlinear dynamics, and test risk, so there is less potential
for improvement and filtering. With the smoother data, our
experiments still show substantial improvement in the models
over standard unfiltered training approaches.

Cluster Size (Log Scale)

Fig. 3: Removing redundant datapoints from quadrotor dynamics data can improve validation set accuracy while reducing stored data by over 50%. M = 25 models were trained at
each dataset size, and evaluated on the same validation set.
From left to right is increasing the filtering, which improves
the accuracy on an 800 point validation set by up to 25%,
but over-filtering begins to lose expressivity.
A. Experimental setup
To evaluate SLAM, we train on the KITTI Odometry
Dataset of 1200 × 375 8-bit greyscale images [34]. We use
sequences 3, 6 and 0 to represent easy, medium and hard
trajectories. Figure 6 shows a estimated versus true mapping
on sequence 0. We fix the FAST threshold at 50 for all
experiments, chosen by cross-validating across accuracy with
multiple thresholds. Our Dynamic Thresholding tunes this
parameter online for improved performance, as shown in
Figure 4 and Figure 5.
Our experiments focus on the scenario of images with
additional i.i.d. Gaussian noise across pixels. For our first
set of experiments, we vary the standard deviation of the
sampled additive Gaussian noise in [0, 60] pixels. The noise
levels used are higher than most mm scale photography, but
account for other process and computation errors [10]. We
measure the Euclidean error between the predicted and the
ground truth trajectory. Next, we model a sequence in which
images are dynamically corrupted as the robot moves at
different velocities–a varying noise level. Similar to a random
walk, we update the Gaussian noise intensity by adding a
random pixel noise shift X ∈ {−1, 0, 1} (discrete uniform
distribution). The pixel noise is capped between 0 and some
upper limit L ∈ {15, 30, 45} to see how performance varies
with different ranges of noise intensity during the sequence.
B. Improved Keypoint Detection
a) FAST Detector: Features from Accelerated Segments Test (FAST) is a threshold based, corner detection
algorithm. FAST is computationally efficient, but when noise

Fig. 4: Static Noise: ratio of standard FAST error over
average Dynamic Thresholding FAST error (n = 10), higher
ratio is lower error, with static i.i.d. Gaussian noise of
intensities∈ [5, 60] on KITTI sequences 0, 3, 6. The lower
noise levels are less consistent, but still show an improvement with Dynamic Thresholding when the noise levels are
constant. The dynamics thresholding shows improvement as
the noise levels continue to increase beyond σ = 25.
is added the number of candidate corners spike erratically.
Denoising methods are often computationally expensive and
do not function at higher levels of noise. Noise can emerge
from electronic or other sources, and to transfer these approaches to the noisier sensors available on microrobots we
develop more robust interest point detection.
b) Dynamic Thresholding: To improve FAST, we propose a method to regulate the number of features without
increasing the spatial or computational complexity of the
algorithm. Qualitatively, the automatic tuning sets a acceptable range of interest points. If FAST produces more than
the upper limit of that range, we increase the threshold
by a multiplicative constant greater than 1–increasing the
FAST threshold will reduce the number of interest points.
The threshold will be reduced similarly if FAST returns too
few interest points. This method is simple to implement
and comes at very little cost in terms of processing and
memory. The best values in our experiments are 1.1 and .9
for threshold updating rates, 1000 and 2000 for the range
of acceptable interest point counts, and 50 for the base
FAST threshold. Dynamic Thresholding is sensitive to sharp
movements, so the implementation could be improved to
have an additional dynamic parameter acting in feedback
from the magnitude of the pose-estimation update.
C. Results
Dynamic Thresholding shows a clear improvement over
the standard FAST algorithm in the static noise (Figure 4)
case when the standard deviation of the gaussian noise
exceeds 20 and moderate improvements on dynamic, walking
noise (Figure 5) with the upper limit of the gaussian noise
exceeds 30. With static Gaussian noise with a standard
deviation greater than 20, standard FAST trajectory MSE is
on average >4.7 times higher for tested sequences than the
Dynamic Thresholding trajectory. With dynamic Gaussian
noise with an upper limit of 30 or greater, the standard
FAST trajectory MSE is on average >5.5 times higher than
the MSE with Dynamic Thresholding. The results show

Fig. 5: Dynamic Noise: ratio of standard FAST error over
average Dynamic Thresholding error (n = 10), higher is
better, with dynamically changing additive noise over KITTI
sequences 0, 3, 6. The x-axis is the maximum noise level in
the dynamic setting, L. There is a reduction in error of up
to 50× depending on the noise level and sequence.

(b) Dynamic Thresholding

(a) Fixed Threshold

Fig. 6: An example mapped trajectory from sequence 0
(about halfway through) with and without Dynamic Thresholding. The red trajectory in both images represents the
ground truth trajectory and the green trajectory represents the
estimated trajectory. Left) standard FAST algorithm. Right)
FAST with Dynamic Thresholding.
that visual odometry can still be performed in noise heavy
situations, which will be required to translate pose estimation
to microrobots. The challenge with Dynamic Thresholding
is the need for additional parameter tuning, so we propose
an online, unsupervised approach for full SLAM or as a
companion to Dynamic Thresholding FAST. A future comparison will be that between dynamic thresholding and a
FAST method filtering the noisy raw pixel data over time.
D. Unsupervised Keypoint Learning
Unsupervised Learning for interest point detection has
been proposed [35], but none perform at a level where they
are a viable replacement for FAST. Our approach formulates
the detector as a sparse learning problem to minimize computation in determining keypoints. We compute a function fθ
(possibly parametrized by θ like an neural network) which
produces the same score on 2 pixels in 2 images (after
motion) representing the same point in 3D space. Then,
we consider an n × n block around that pixel as candidate
features for that pixel. Denote the set of features for point
i in 3D space in image 1 as xi1 and in image 2 as xi2 . The
optimization problem (solved via SGD) is then
n

min λ||w||1 +
θ,w

1X
(fθ (w
n i=1

xi1 ) − fθ (w

xi2 ))2
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Fig. 7: We introduce convolutional layers, for image processing, with larger kernel sizes early on to achieve fast
downsampling and decrease the kernel size, allowing us to
decrease MAC count. Similar to MobileNet V3, we utilize
squeeze-and-excite bottlenecks and hard activation functions
for non-linear transformations.
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MobileNet ×0.25
MicroBotNet ×0.32
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85.87
79.35
79.09
77.99

MAC
2,540,820
3,539,456
932,886
1,029,888
697,662

Parameters
124,050
215,642
236,658
128,730
160,162

TABLE I: Top-1 is accuracy on CIFAR-10. Comparison of
MicroBotNet ×0.32 and ×0.25 with similar architectures.
Model
MobileNet ×1.00
MobileNet V3 ×1.00
SqueezeNet
Fd-MobileNet ×1.00
MicroBotNet ×1.00

Top-1
91.42
91.16
90.71
87.73
84.19

MAC
47,187,968
18,891,842
23,902,388
11,983,872
6,597,218

Parameters
3,217,226
1,518,594
730,314
1,886,538
2,044,298

TABLE II: Top-1 is accuracy on CIFAR-10. Comparison of
MicroBotNet ×1.00 with similar architectures.
learning schedule with a learning rate of 0.1 and a decay of
0.1 every 50 epochs for 200 epochs. We benchmark against
SqueezeNet, MobileNet, FD-MobileNet, and MobileNet V3
on width multipliers of ×0.25 and ×1.00. The width multiplier increases or decreases the width of each layer, allowing
for adaptation to the correct model for one’s computational
needs. We validate against our model, MicroBotNet, on
width multipliers of ×0.25, ×1.00, and ×0.32.
B. MicroBotNet

109

Fig. 8: Tradeoff of MAC Count and Accuracy of different
models we evaluated on CIFAR-10. MicroBotNet ×0.32
improves on FD-MobileNet ×0.25 while continuing the trend
of accuracy towards low-MACs.
Additional constraints may be needed to ensure a nontrivial
solution, such as tuning the sparsity weight via λ. Leaky
Sparse Linear Interest Point Detector (Leaky-SLIPD), implements this method where f applies a leaky-relu to the
masked inputs and sums over them. Preliminary results show
moderate improvements over FAST on sequences 0 and
3 (though not on 6) when both algorithms use Dynamic
Thresholding. See Appendix for details. ||w||0 = 8 in our
experiments, resulting in an extremely efficient detector with
fewer operations than FAST in the worst case.
V. L OW P OWER C LASSIFICATION
We discuss our new neural-network image classifier, MicroBotNet, capable of accurate prediction on low-resolution
images with fewer than 1 million MAC operations
A. Experimental Setup
We evaluate the accuracy of energy-efficient neural networks on the CIFAR-10 dataset [36] using an 12GB Nvidia
K80 GPU. The number of parameters and MAC operations are calculated with THOP [37]. We use standard preprocessing including random cropping, random horizontal
flipping, and normalization of training and testing images.
For each model, we use stochastic gradient descent with
0.9 momentum, 256 batch size, 5e-4 weight decay, and a

MicroBotNet
applies
Fast-Downsampling
to
MobileNetV3, summarized in Table I. MicroBotNet
has 8× fast-downsampling in the first 6 layers because
high dimension layers are the majority of forward pass
computation cost. We include the width multiplier α which
allows the model to generalize based on one’s MAC
computation needs. Width multipliers of ×0.25, ×1.00,
and ×0.32 are included as reference. A minimum feature
dimension of 4 × 4 is set during downsampling to maintain
suitable information capacity in our network, differentiating
our down-sampling protocol from what is done on larger
network designs. MicroBotNet leverages other low-power
techniques, including squeeze-and-excite layers, h-swish
and h-sigmoid, and inverted-residual and linear-bottlenecks
layers. We show a new downsampling schedule of bottleneck
layers to meet microrobot computing capacity goals.
C. Results
MicroBotNet ×0.32 achieves 79.35% accuracy while only
using 932,886 MACs. This outperforms the previous work
by 0.26% in FD-MobileNet ×0.25, which achieves 79.09%
accuracy with 1,029,888 MACs. We also test MicroBotNet
×0.25 to compare to other standard fast-downsampling approaches, which achieves 77.99% with 697,662 MACs. This
work represents a further step in the trend of low-power
classification shown in Figure 8.
VI. C ONCLUSIONS
This paper presents multiple learning-based steps towards
integrated, autonomous microrobots. We outline the most
data efficient methods for learning simple locomotion primitives in difficult to model regimes, navigation with noisy

images, and classification with a 1µJ forward-pass energycost. The learning techniques all focus on data-efficiency and
generalization to unknown, dynamic environments. Further
results, code, and video can be found on the website1 .
In our vision of an autonomous future, microrobots play
a critical role as edge-intelligent devices. This paper shows
how state-of-the-art machine learning can be scaled to current on-chip capabilities. All of these advances are conditioned on continued progress in research-grade batteries [38].
Each sub-problem poses a separate integration problem, but
recent hardware and algorithmic research are capable of
numerous currently untouched, impactful tasks.
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VII. A PPENDIX
A. Clustering effect on distribution
Here we show the effect of clustering on the dataset
distribution of micro-quadrotor dynamics. Even a simple
clustering algorithm k-means can work on low dataset sizes.
The clustering mechanism effectively flattens out the density
of points in the distribution, resulting in a more uniform
training environment for the neural network model.
Training Data Distribution

(a) Original distribution
(4000 points).

Training Data Distribution

(b) Clustered distribution
(500 points)

Fig. 9: Effect of clustering on training dataset. Clustering
can drastically reduce the number of data-points needed for
training while maintaining, or even improving, validation set
accuracy. The new distribution has approximately the same
coverage, but with a more uniform density.

balance between having a high learning rate and being able to
have the learning rate decrease when loss converged. Using
recent advancements in automated parameter tuning, it is
likely the accuracy and energy cost of our models could be
improved further.
C. MicroBotNet Model Specification
Input
322 × 3
162 × 16
82 × 24
42 × 40
42 × 40
42 × 48
42 × 96
22 × 96
22 × 96
22 × 96
22 × 96
22 × 96
22 × 576
12 × 576
12 × 1024

Operator
conv2d
bneck, 3 × 3
bneck, 5 × 5
bneck, 5 × 5
bneck, 5 × 5
bneck, 5 × 5
bneck, 5 × 5
bneck, 5 × 5
bneck, 5 × 5
bneck, 5 × 5
bneck, 5 × 5
conv2d, 1 × 1
pool, 2 × 2
conv2d, 1 × 1
conv2d, 1 × 1

exp size
72
96
240
120
144
288
576
576
576
576
-

# out
16
24
40
40
48
48
96
96
96
96
96
576
1024
k

SE
No
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
Yes
-

s
2
2
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

TABLE III: Model specification of MicroBotNet (SE indicates if a Squeeze-And-Excite is used, s indicates the stride
used).
D. Unsupervised Learning Example

B. Hyperparameter Tuning
1) Robust Keypoint Tuning: In practice, Dynamic
Thresholding is primarily dependent on a good choice of
a range of interest points. Some heuristics we can provide
are that 1000 to 2000 worked well across many different
sequences. Additionally, more gross levels of corruption
beyond Gaussian noise with a standard deviation of 60 may
require this range to be shifted up slightly to somewhere
around 1500-2500. A relatively wide range of acceptable
interest point counts allows for the threshold to remain stable;
changing an already good threshold too often can result
in poor performance. The rates of change for the FAST
threshold in Dynamic Thresholding are fairly robust given
a good range of interest points. 1.1 and 0.9 worked well in
the experiments we performed, but not much difference was
noticed between 1.25 and 0.8. These derivatives of dynamic
threshold must pair nicely with the rate of change in the
camera noise level.
2) MicroBotNet: When choosing hyperparameters, we
experimented with different optimizers and training schedules. We experimented with RMSprop with a lower learning
rate of .005 that decays by 0.5 every 50 epochs and no
momentum. This did not converge to as high of an accuracy
as SGD with momentum. Using a higher learning rate
and momentum on RMSprop would cause our gradients to
explode and fail to converge. For SGD and momentum, we
used a training schedule with a learning rate of 0.1 that
decayed by 0.1 every 50 epochs. This achieved a good

We add a unit norm constraint on w and a KL penalty on f
so scores resemble a standard normal. f is not parametrized
in these experiments. When Dynamic Thresholding is not
used, the static noise experiments show FAST and LeakySLIPD to be comparable in performance, having many
overlaps. When Dynamic Thresholding is used, for all 3
sequences, Leaky-SLIPD outperforms FAST at 0 noise. For
sequence 6, FAST consistently outperforms Leaky-SLIPD on
average at all levels of noise except for 0. For sequence 3,
Leaky-SLIPD generally outperforms FAST on average for
lower noise levels (≤ 60 standard deviation), and the FAST
marginally outperforms Leaky-SLIPD on average when noise
levels exceed 80. On sequence 0, Leaky-SLIPD consistently
outperforms FAST on average. Additionally, FAST has significant outliers where it completely fails at certain turns,
resulting in extremely high MSE (causing the large standard
errors we see in the graph). Overall, Leaky-SLIPD seems
at least comparable to FAST, better in some cases and
somewhat worse in others. Note: these experiments used
slightly different hyperparameters to minimize outlier cases
where trajectories were extremely off for each algorithm
(typically FAST). The error metric is no longer MSE, but
mean euclidean error. In the future, a more expressive,
parametrized function (perhaps an MLP) may be useful to
consider for improving this method.

Fig. 10: Leaky SLIPD on Sequence 0 with static noise
Without dynamic thresholding, FAST and Leaky-SLIPD perform similarly. With dynamic thresholding, Leaky-SLIPD
consistently outperforms FAST (except at σ = 60) with a
significantly lower standard error.

Fig. 11: Leaky SLIPD on Sequence 3 with static noise
Without dynamic thresholding, FAST outperforms LeakySLIPD. With dynamic thresholding, Leaky-SLIPD consistently outperforms FAST (except at σ = 80) with a slightly
lower standard error overall.

Fig. 12: Leaky SLIPD on Sequence 6 with static noise
Without dynamic thresholding, FAST and Leaky-SLIPD perform similarly. With dynamic thresholding, FAST consistently outperforms FAST (except at σ = 0) with a lower
standard error.

